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Getting the books The Assassin An Isabella Rose Thriller 4 now is not type of challenging means. You could not single-handedly going considering books amassing or library or borrowing from your links to entrance them. This is an completely
simple means to specifically get lead by on-line. This online declaration The Assassin An Isabella Rose Thriller 4 can be one of the options to accompany you with having other time.
It will not waste your time. resign yourself to me, the e-book will no question sky you additional concern to read. Just invest tiny times to edit this on-line publication The Assassin An Isabella Rose Thriller 4 as well as review them wherever you are
now.

Emperor's Spear Apr 16 2021 An intense novel of war at the Roman frontier. On the Empire's Northern border trouble is stirring. For decades the barbarians have been at the gates. Now, facing threats from within as well as outside, the Emperor is
provoking war. When his friend Atius goes missing in Germania, Imperial Assassin Silus is sent into the heart of the battle-torn region. Plunged into a deadly intrigue and a brutal conflict, can Silus find out who is betraying Rome? Or will the legions
start falling, one by bloody one? One of the standout new voices in historical fiction, bestseller Alex Gough is on riveting form in this brilliant novel, perfect for readers of Ben Kane and Conn Iggulden.
The Agent Oct 03 2022 Isabella Rose is on the run, hunted by the very people she had been hired to work for. Trained killer Isabella and former handler Michael Pope are forced into hiding in India and, when a mysterious informer passes them clues
on the whereabouts of Pope’s family, the prey see an opportunity to become the predators. Chased from the poverty of Mumbai’s slums into the sights of a sniper’s rifle amongst the lavish wealth of Shanghai, Isabella and Pope hunt fleeting shadows
in a race against time. And they can’t afford to lose. The Agent is the third part in a continuing story involving Isabella Rose that also includes The Angel and The Asset.
The Queen's Tale Dec 01 2019 The struggle for the survival of Ireland in the 14th Century An Irish friar scribes the tale of an ancient Irish Queen whose tormented soul is imprisoned in a second century Gaelic brooch, The Golden Harp. The demonic
destruction spread by the evil queens spirit will lead to the death of one of every three individuals in Ireland in the early 14th Century. The Queens Tale chronicles the journey of the brooch as it travels from Ireland into England, then to Scotland, and
back again into Ireland, leaving a trail of death and destruction. Two individuals vie for the right to possess the brooch believing it to be a sacred relic of St. Patricks that will protect the one who wears it from all danger. John de Bermingham, the
second son of an Irish baron, is first to wear the brooch. He is obsessed with winning an earldom and becoming the English kings justiciar of Ireland. Despite being betrothed to one of the earl of Ulsters daughters, he rescues and falls in love with an
Irish princess, deemed unsuitable. Three times he will regain possession of the brooch. Only a sacred rosary given to him by a mysterious Italian Franciscan friar protects his life. Unknown to John, he can defeat the ancient evil in the brooch if he is
able to pass four preordained tests in his journey of life. The first is a test of devotion, where he bestows the brooch to an unattainable love. The second is a test of obedience, where he must give up the brooch to a weak king. For the third test he must
decline to become a king. In the fourth and final test, he of Anglo-Norman heritage must become more Irish than the native Irish, and unselfishly give up his life for the undeserving king. The second to control possession of the brooch is Edward II,
King of England. He is weak and easily manipulated by false friends, seeking only wealth and power. He would rather thatch and dig ditches than be king. Married to Isabella of France, he prefers the couch of his male lovers to her. He gives the brooch
to three of his favorites, who die violently. He leads England into civil war and the loss of Scotland. Only after being imprisoned, by his queen and her lover, and forced to abdicate, does he grasp and repent his folly. After defeating the English at the
battle of Bannockburn, the Scottish King, Robert the Bruce, gives permission to his younger brother, Edward, to invade and conquer Ireland. Edward Bruce leads his army of seasoned Scots into Ireland wearing the Golden Harp Brooch. He had taken it
from the slain body of Edward IIs favorite nephew at Bannockburn. After three years of Bruces terror and defeat of defending armies, John de Bermingham steps forward to lead the Anglo-Norman militias of Ireland into the final battle against the
never defeated Bruce, whom the native Irish had crowned High King of all Ireland. The historical novel is based on actual historical events and individuals Only the motivations and inner feelings of the main characters are based on the authors
imagination. Of the twenty-four characters in the novel, only four are fictional. The opening sequence of the novel starts with a monologue given by the novels narrator, an Irish Dominican monk from Athenry, County Galway. Grey Friars Church,
London - 1528 A.D. An Irish Friar speaks.. Have I gone mad? For the past two days I, Seamus Cassidy, a lowly Dominican priest, have been conversing non-stop in Gaelic with the devil. I am upset and fearful as to why this evil spirit from the depths
of hell has chosen to disclose to me an incredible tale which reveals some of the darkest secrets of the fourteenth century. Was the King of England brutally murdered in 1327? Or did the much maligned Edward II escape his intended murders, flee into
Ireland, and then later live hidden for the rest of his natural life in Italy? I now possess all the knowledge I need to know to lay
Midnight Alias Jan 02 2020 She’s smart, seductive, and in way over her head. He’s her only way out. An undercover DEA agent has gone off the radar. Suspecting an internal mole, the government needs Luke Dubois and his elite team of operatives
to recover their man, and the New Orleans native thinks he’s found his way inside the dark underbelly of Manhattan: Olivia Taylor, the girlfriend of a mob boss and the sexiest woman he’s ever laid eyes on. His new mission objective? Get past
Olivia’s defenses and convince her to take a chance—on him. All Olivia wanted was to finish law school and live a normal life, but that dream was shattered when one dangerous night put her deeply in a mobster’s debt. Now Luke and his team will
help her escape—in exchange for intel on the missing agent. But Olivia doesn’t anticipate her intense attraction to the reckless Louisiana charmer or that she’ll be forced to risk everything—including her heart.
Ghosts of Guatemala Aug 09 2020 Who can you trust when corruption and danger are a way of life? The CIA never left Latin America, and is facing catastrophic blackmail at the hands of an erratic Guatemalan drug lord: the infamous patrón of
Antigua – Pablo Puentes. Desperate for a swift solution, the agency calls in their black operative fixer: John Carpenter. John is a cold-blooded professional ready for the job. But the mission doesn’t have a simple fix. Pablo has a disastrous kill switch in
place. John is still haunted by the mysterious death of his best friend who died on a far too similar mission, and now is uncertain about how much he can trust his handler or his sensual partner. Back at the agency, tensions are running hot as the stench
of corruption is growing to a boiling point. If things aren’t put to rights – and soon – the entire mission will go up in flames and take the CIA down with it. Only John Carpenter can bring this drug lord to justice and get the answers he deserves.
Because this mission is personal… If you like the relentless tension of Daniel Silva and the gritty reality of Lee Child then you’ll love this first book in the John Carpenter Trilogy!
The Asset Apr 28 2022 Isabella Rose, the Angel, is used to surprises, but being abducted is an unwelcome novelty. She's relying on Michael Pope, the head of the top-secret Group Fifteen, to get her back. When ISIS get involved, the situation
becomes even bleaker. Isabella's abductors are in turn abducted, and she finds herself trapped in Raqqa, the capital of the self-styled caliphate. Meanwhile, Pope has problems of his own: a new danger has emerged from the shadows and is threatening
both him and his family. His only option is to head for the war-torn border of Turkey and Syria--a murderous, lawless place where potential enemies lurk around every bombed-out corner. Pope knows that he is risking everything to find Isabella, but
finding the Angel is not a choice--it's a necessity. The Asset is the second part in a continuing story involving Isabella Rose that started with Act I: The Angel. The story will be continued in Act III.
HARD TACKLE Aug 28 2019 When Tamna Anso Warrie was betrothed to Junaid Bonaparte as arranged by both parents, it was to cement an existing family bond of love and friendship. When Tamna Warrie proved unfaithful by yielding to love
overtures from Amisha Dandali, a bosom friend of Junaid Bonaparte the protagonist, he had no option than to abrogate the betrothal. Scorned, Nseke Anso Warrie, the mother of Tamna consults a sorceress who puts a black magic spell (a death curse)
on Junaid Bonaparte. Unknown to Junaid Bonaparte, subsequent deaths of the many women he loved lent credence to the undeniable fact that, he was indeed the harbinger of death. He was incarcerated by the military junta for a year and a half, after
his wife’s family set him up. Junaid Bonaparte was tried and found guilty by a military tribunal and sentenced to die by firing squad. His wife Solitaire, an activist, who later became an Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Nigeria was mysteriously
assassinated. How did he get so unlucky?. With the help of April Zabrandi, a girl he once loved, and by a reversal ritual the black magic spell (death curse) was reversed. Find out what happened thereafter. It is a must read.
The Final Hour Apr 04 2020 The enigmatic assassin Victor returns in an explosive thriller from the international bestselling author of A Time to Die and The Darkest Day. SOMETIMES THE ONLY WAY TO LIVE... Victor is the ultimate predator.
He surfaces to kill, then disappears into thin air. But he’s a disposable commodity for the powerful people he works for—both the good guys and the bad. And no one has his back. Especially now that doing black bag jobs for the CIA has put a target on
his head... ...IS TO DIE. Antonio Alvarez, a high-ranking US intelligence official, is determined to clean house and find the legendary killer who slipped away from him during an operation in Paris. There’s only one person Victor can turn to for help:
a lethal female assassin whose life he once saved. And now Victor wants her to return the favor—by killing him....
My Assassin Mar 28 2022 One wrong move and her secrets will destroy lives... Feline shifter Leo Mitchell is the pretty brother who attracts women with ease, but he’s turned picky. He suspects the mystery blonde hanging around Middlemarch is the
one for him. If only he could grab the elusive female and seduce her. Oh yeah. He craves some hot, sinful lovin’ with the lady in black leather. Assassin Isabella Black has harbored a huge crush on hunky Leo for ages. Because the timing sucked she’s
watched him from afar, praying another woman won’t snatch the hottie away before she’s free to stake a claim. Finally the pair meet. Isabella offers her naked body but Leo counteracts with a cup of tea. Seems Leo likes to call the shots when it comes
to sex. A day later they’re finally dancing horizontally. It’s smokin’ hot, steamy, delicious—everything she’s ever wanted. Isabella is ecstatic until another assassin threatens to ruin her happiness. It’s life or death now. One wrong move and her secrets
will destroy the Mitchells along with everything that has become dear to her…including Leo Themes included: feline shapeshifter, paranormal romance series, cat shapeshifter, bodyguard, heroine in peril, secrets, danger, romantic suspense, small town
romance
Werewolf Pandemic Jun 18 2021 Is their bond stronger than blood?Nurse Isabella is preparing for her wedding to Doctor Roman. Roman has cured the disease ravaging the different packs, earning him the title of leader of the Alpha Council. His
position is now in doubt as several other packs led by the vindictive Constantin rise up in revolt, seeking to develop their own cure which instead becomes a contagious virus with terrible side effects. Frustrated by his scientist's failure, Constantin sends
an assassin to kill Isabella. Can Isabella survive long enough to help Roman unite the packs and prevent the disease from becoming a worldwide pandemic?Roman and Isabella's relationship is challenged as they travel through Louisiana and to Rome,
Italy. An all-out war is brewing while the couple struggle to find a treatment for this new silent enemy threatening to kill everyone they love. Can Roman even survive meeting Isabella's parents for the first time?Filled with steamy scenes and actionbased violence, this gripping novel does not contain any cheating and has a happily ever after. Scroll up and one-click to buy this thrilling paranormal romance today.
The Butterfly Assassin May 30 2022 Innocent by day, killer by night: a dark, twisting thriller about a teen assassin’s attempt to live a normal life. 'An electrifying debut!’ Chelsea Pitcher, author of This Lie Will Kill You Trained and traumatised by a
secret assassin programme for minors, Isabel Ryans wants nothing more than to be a normal civilian. After running away from home, she has a new name, a new life and a new friend, Emma, and for the first time, things are looking up. But old habits
die hard, and it’s not long until she blows her cover, drawing the attention of the guilds – the two rival organisations who control the city of Espera. An unaffiliated killer like Isabel is either a potential asset . . . or a threat to be eliminated. Will the
blood on her hands cost her everything? From Finn Longman, an exhilarating new voice in YA fiction, comes an addictive new blockbuster series for fans of global phenomena The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo, Killing Eve and The Hunger Games.
PRAISE FOR THE BUTTERFLY ASSASSIN: 'This dark, enthralling thriller is a compulsive debut' The Guardian 'An immersive, fast-paced thriller' The Irish Times ‘A heart-in-your-mouth thriller that grips you from the first page until the very last.’
Benjamin Dean, author of The King is Dead 'A bold, jagged and uncompromising thriller that will keep you guessing all the way to the end.’ Tom Pollock, author of White Rabbit, Red Wolf ‘Sharp and layered, with a bright beating heart. The
Butterfly Assassin will lure you deep into a fascinating and dangerous new world.’ Rory Power, author of Wilder Girls ‘An utterly addictive story. I told myself "just one more chapter" well into the night.’ Emily Suvada, author of This Mortal Coil
‘Fierce, thrilling, and impossible to put down. Packed full of amazing friendships, plot twists and a desperate fight to survive’ C. G. Drews, author of The Boy Who Steals Houses
The Assassin of Verona Feb 24 2022 'An engaging clever read' The Times A thrilling new novel of conspiracy, intrigue and rapier-sharp wit starring William Shakespeare Venice, 1586. William Shakespeare is disguised as a steward to the English
Ambassador. He and his friends Oldcastle and Hemminges possess a deadly secret: the names of the catholic spies in England who seek to destroy Queen Elizabeth. Before long the Pope's agents will begin to close in on them and fleeing the city will
be the players' only option. In Verona, Aemelia, the daughter of a Duke, is struggling to conceal her passionate affair with her cousin Valentine. But darker times lie ahead with the arrival of the sinister Father Thornhill who is determined to seek out
any who don't conform to the Pope's ruthless agenda . . . Events will converge in the forests around Verona as a multitude of plots are hatched and discovered, players fall in and out of love and disguises are adopted and then discarded. Will
Shakespeare and his friends escape with their secrets - and their lives? Bursting with breathless action, swaggering charm and rapier-sharp dialogue, The Assassin of Verona is the gripping new novel from the acclaimed author of The Spy of Venice.
Praise for Benet Brandreth "Playful and inventive . . . The dialogue is wonderful, and Will's banter with his fellow actors sparkles." Antonia Senior "Entertaining and ebullient . . . The author knows his Shakespeare backwards (the Venice setting has
been carefully chosen), rejoices in its wordplay, loves his allusions and has a good time with his characters. So did I." Elizabeth Buchan, Daily Mail "A Venetian romp" Telegraph 'Strong, well fleshed-out and colourful characters, a fast-moving and
interesting plot and some good set-piece scenes, plus Brandreth's stylish writing, which rejoices in its wordplay and his love of allusions, will keep you guessing to the dramatic, blood-soaked end...a unique and compelling thriller' Crime Review
The Truthful Lie Sep 21 2021 How can humans stand up to the Old Gods? Reginald, now King, is struggling against the rising tide of the Old God entities. He knows that his army alone cannot defeat them, even with cold iron that can contain them
and free enslaved humans. But as cities burn and farmland is devastated, the people have been easily convinced by cultists to turn to the Old Gods. In a neighbouring kingdom the weak young ruler, fallen prey to an entity that promised him the world,
starts his campaign to fulfil that promise, adding to the threats heading towards Andalusia. Reginald’s best hope is that Isabella, his sorceress Queen, and Princess Silverdale, his talented sister, can learn enough about the entities and their relationship
with the human realm to find a magical way to defeat them. But, as time is running out, shattering news arrives from the Golden City… Praise for Christopher Nuttall: “one of the best authors of entertaining epic fantasy for adult readers” – Seregil of
Rhiminee Praise for the award-winning Bookworm series: “A thrilling adventure packed full of magic and memorable characters. Highly recommended.” – The Wishing Shelf Awards Bookworm won the Adult Fiction GOLD Award in 2013 Praise for
Book I of the Unwritten Words series: “there’s something about the ancient magic and forces that is almost Lovecraftian in nature.” – Risingshadow
Always Faithful Aug 21 2021 Major Nichol "Nic" Caldwell, the only survivor of her helicopter crash in Iraq, finds herself at the Marine Corps base in California where her new job is to inform families of a loved one's death. One of the "informs" will
change her life forever. Can the two women come to terms with the past and finally find happiness, or will their shared sense of honor keep them apart?
The Assassin King Oct 23 2021 In the wake of a mysterious hunter's declaration of his intent to kill the Assassin King of Ylorc, a convocation of dragons gathers in mourning at the death site of one of the last of their kind, while a council of war
meets in preparation for battle on an unprecedented scale. By the author of Elegy for a Lost Star. Reprint.
Chains May 18 2021 When her owner dies at the start of the Revolution, a greedy nephew keeps Isabel and her younger sister enslaved and sells them to Loyalists in New York, where Isabel is offered the chance to spy for the Patriots.
Early Modern Tragedy, Gender and Performance, 1984-2000 Jan 14 2021 Using nine recent theatrical and cinematic productions as case studies, it considers the productive contradictions and tensions that occur when contemporary actors perform the
gender norms of previous cultures. It will be of interest to theatre practitioners as well as to students of early modern drama, of performance, and of gender studies.
Scarlet Masquerade Sep 29 2019 What do you say to the woman you thought died over a century ago? Will time heal all wounds or does it just allow them to fester and grow? A.J. Locke has lived over two centuries and works like a demon, both
figuratively and literally. As the owner of a successful pharmaceutical company that specializes in blood research, she has changed the way she can live her life. Wanting for nothing, she has smartly compartmentalized her life so that when she needs
to, she can pick up and start all over again, which happens every twenty years or so. Love is not an emotion A.J. spends much time on. Since losing the love of her life to the plague one hundred fifty years ago, she vowed to never travel down that road
again. That isn't to say she doesn't have women when she wants them, she just wants them on her terms and that doesn't involve a long term commitment. A.J.'s cool veneer is peeled back when she sees the love of her life in a lesbian bar, in the same
town, in the same day and time in which she lives. Is her mind playing tricks on her? If not, how did Clarissa survive the plague when she had made A.J. promise never to change her? Clarissa Graham is a university professor who has lived an obscure
life teaching English literature. She has made it a point to stay off the radar and never become involved with anything that resembles her past life. Every once in a while Clarissa has an itch that needs to be scratched, so she finds an out of the way
location to scratch it. She keeps her personal life separate from her professional one, and in doing so she is able to keep her secrets to herself. Suddenly, her life is turned upside down when someone tries to kill her. She finds herself in the middle of an
assassination plot with no idea who wants her dead.
The Hand of the Gods Book Three Jun 06 2020 Aaron’s taken. Isabel won’t rest until he’s back. But the Kore have other plans for her. Now she’s within his reach, the Emperor won’t let her go. Aaron and Isabel will have to fight their way back to

each other. For the whole Milky Way teeters on the edge of all-out war. Only they can save it and each other. … The Hand of the Gods follows a ticking timebomb and the cadet trying to save her as they fight for the future. If you love your space operas
with action, heart, and a splash of romance, grab The Hand of the Gods Book Three today and soar free with an Odette C. Bell series. The Hand of the Gods is the 11th Galactic Coalition Academy series. A sprawling, epic, and exciting sci-fi world
where cadets become heroes and hearts are always won, each series can be read separately, so plunge in today.
Isabella d'Este and Francesco Gonzaga Dec 13 2020 In the first book systematically to give evidence of conjugal co-rule at an Italian Renaissance court, and the first full length scholarly study of Isabella d'Este and Francesco Gonzaga, Sarah
Cockram shows their relationship in an entirely new light. The book draws on (and presents) a large amount of unpublished archival material, including almost unprecedented surviving correspondence between and around these Renaissance princely
rulers. Using these sources, Cockram shows Isabella and Francesco's strategic teamwork in action, illuminating tactics of collaboration and dissimulation. She also reveals behind-the-scenes diplomatic activity; court procedures; sexual politics and
seduction; gift-giving and network-building; rivalries, intrigues and assassinations. Several epistolary themes emerge: insights into the couple's communication practices and double-dealing, their use of intermediaries, and attention to security matters.
This book's analysis of Isabella's co-rule with her husband, supported by other members of the Gonzaga dynasty, sees her sometimes in the role of subordinate partner, sometimes guiding the couple's actions. It shows how, despite appearances at times,
the couple shared common diplomatic policy as well as human, material, and cultural resources; joint administration; and the exercise of authority and justice. Thus emerges a three-dimensional picture of the mechanisms of power and power sharing in
the age of Machiavelli.
Hell's Fire: Assassin's Gambit Dec 25 2021 Book One of the Hell's Fire Duology The Hells Fire Duology takes you once again into the World of Whispin, journey intoThe Kingdom of Corin where the Feudal Lords have plunged their people into
war once again. An old nemesis returns and the Monarchy Hovers on the brink of collapse... Burning flames of Chaos Weeper’s tears can never quench, The wax and wane of power, Hands in blood are drenched. A maiden’s scream upon the wind, No
gentle ear will hear her Justice falls to darkness, And gets away with murder... Note: You can find the proper reading order for our novels on our website under the Bardic Web Book Store.
Social France at the Time of Philip Augustus Nov 23 2021
The Assassin's Tale Mar 16 2021 The Old World. the world of sin. The world of death. Italy, 1493: As the inquisition takes hold in Spain and the Vatican seethes under the rule of the Borgias, Skiouros finally sets his mind to his ultimate mission
since leaving the great city of Istanbul: the death of the usurper sultan, Cem. Gathering old friends and new, Skiouros travels the length of Italy in his quest for vengeance and the quieting of his brother's restless soul. But on his dreadful quest he will
face more than just physical danger... For beneath all his strength, does Skiouros have a heart black enough to commit murder in the name of revenge? The Assassin's Tale grips like steel, and is the ideal read for fans of David Gilman, Giles Kristian
and C. R. May.
The Angel Jan 26 2022 White light. Heat. A drawn-out moment of complete silence. And then the screaming starts. An Underground carriage in London is destroyed by a suicide bomber. The injured and the dead litter the platform. But as a crowd
forms at street level, Michael Pope knows that this is only the beginning. Pope, head of top-secret Group Fifteen, is tasked with finding the perpetrators of this atrocity and bringing them to justice, any way he can. He knows that the answers to many of
his questions will lie at the end of the money trail, but he also knows that whoever funded and organised the attack will kill again for their freedom. This is an operation that requires a very special kind of agent. Pope needs someone who exists outside
of normality. Someone who floats above it, treading softly through a fractured life. He needs the Angel.
My Assassin Aug 01 2022 Feline shifter Leo Mitchell is the pretty brother who attracts women with ease, but he's turned picky. He suspects the mystery blonde hanging around Middlemarch is the one for him. If only he could grab the elusive female
and seduce her. Oh yeah. He craves some hot, sinful lovin' with the lady in black leather. Assassin Isabella Black has harbored a huge crush on hunky Leo for ages. Because the timing sucked she's watched him from afar, praying another woman won't
snatch the hottie away before she's free to stake a claim. Finally the pair meet. Isabella offers her naked body but Leo counteracts with a cup of tea. Seems Leo likes to call the shots when it comes to sex. A day later they're finally dancing horizontally.
It's smokin' hot, steamy, delicious--everything she's ever wanted. Isabella is ecstatic until another assassin threatens to ruin her happiness. It's life or death now. One wrong move and her secrets will destroy the Mitchells along with everything that has
become dear to her...including Leo.
The Spy of Venice Sep 09 2020 When he is caught by his wife in one ill-advised seduction too many, young William Shakespeare flees Stratford to seek his fortune. Cast adrift in London, Will falls in with a band of players, but greater men have their
eye on this talented young wordsmith. England’s very survival hangs in the balance, and Will finds himself dispatched to Venice on a crucial assignment. Once there, Will is dazzled by the city’s masques and its beauties, but Catholic assassins would
stop at nothing to end his mission on the point of their sharpened knives—and lurking in the shadows is a killer as clever as he is cruel.Suspenseful, seductive, and as sharp as an assassin’s blade, The Spy of Venice introduces a major new literary talent
to the genre—thrilling if you’ve never read a word of Shakespeare and sublime if you have.
The Assassin Nov 04 2022 Ciudad Juárez, Mexico, is the most dangerous city in the world. And when a mission to break the local cartel's grip goes wrong, Isabella Rose, the Angel, finds herself on the wrong side of prison bars. Fearing the worst,
Isabella plays her only remaining card... British agent Vivian Bloom is determined to be the first to reach her, certain she will lead him to other operatives he's under pressure to hunt down. But US agents are circling too. And with the shadowy
Prometheus group pulling the strings, Isabella knows that she and her mentor, the Asset, are living on borrowed time... The Assassin is the fourth part in a continuing story involving Isabella Rose that also includes Act I: The Angel, Act II: The Asset
and Act III: The Agent.
Assassin's Creed 1. Renaissance Feb 01 2020 Traicionado por las familias que gobiernan Florencia, Venecia y Roma en Italia del siglo XV, el joven Ezio Auditore da Firenze emprende una lucha épica contra la corrupción y la maldad.
Midnight Games Jul 08 2020 She wears a thousand deadly identities. He sees through them all. A master of disguise, Isabel Roma spends her life pretending to be other women. Normally, her emotions are reined in tight—but sexy mercenary Trevor
Callaghan has a knack for getting under her skin. The elite operative’s quiet strength and raw magnetism affect her in ways she’s never felt before, a distraction that can quickly turn deadly in their dangerous line of work. After putting his tragic past
behind him, Trevor is ready to focus on his future—and he damn well intends for Isabel to be in it. When their entire operation is thrown into chaos, Trevor enlists Isabel’s talent for deception. And as they attempt to save their team in a world where the
stakes are high and the danger is grave, Trevor must convince Isabel that the woman beneath all the disguises is the one worth having....
Ghosts of Sheridan Circle Oct 30 2019 On September 21, 1976, a car bomb killed Orlando Letelier, the former Chilean ambassador to the United States, along with his colleague Ronni Moffitt. The murder shocked the world, especially because of its
setting--Sheridan Circle, in the heart of Washington, D.C. Letelier's widow and her allies immediately suspected the secret police of Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet, who eliminated opponents around the world. Because U.S. political leaders saw the
tyrant as a Cold War ally, they failed to warn him against assassinating Letelier and hesitated to blame him afterward. Government investigators and diplomats, however, pledged to find the killers, defying a monstrous, secretive regime. Was justice
attainable? Finding out would take nearly two decades. With interviews from three continents, never-before-used documents, and recently declassified sources that conclude that Pinochet himself ordered the hit and then covered it up, Alan McPherson
has produced the definitive history of one of the Cold War's most consequential assassinations. The Letelier car bomb forever changed counterterrorism, human rights, and democracy. This page-turning real-life political thriller combines a police
investigation, diplomatic intrigue, courtroom drama, and survivors' tales of sorrow and tenacity.
Scarlet Assassin Jun 30 2022 Selene Hightower is a killer for hire. A vampire who walks in both the light and the darkness, but lately darkness has a stronger pull. Her unfinished business could cost her the ability to live in the light, throwing her
permanently back into the black ink of evil. Doctor Francesca Swartz led a boring life filled with test tubes, blood trials, and work. One exploratory night, in a world of leather and torture, she is intrigued by a dark and solitary soul. She surrenders to
temptation and the desire to experience something new, only to discover that it might alter her life forever. Will Selene allow the light to win over the darkness threatening the edges of her life? Two women wonder if they can co-exist despite vast
differences, as worlds collide and threaten to destroy any hope of happiness. Who will win?
Prophecy Within Flesh Jun 26 2019 The occult is but a breath to him. His darkness goes much deeper. For centuries Devon has hidden among us. He is "The Beast", the one who is to come, the one who already is and the one who has been. He is the
blood-lusting Beast who will bring war upon humanity. She is Isabella, believed by The Beast, to be his Lilith and his beloved from an ancient past. She is known as Maddening Isabella who keeps herself hidden from the world and from man. Isabella,
a victim of deceit, occult abuse and extensive trauma from her youth, remains locked away within her Manor. Her fractured mind is bound by chains of fear, that is until she meets Sam. Sam has his own story to tell. For years he walked upon a bloodstained path that was covered in death. He is an Ex-Assassin, Deserter and a Widow. Through his grief, Sam became chosen. He is the prophetic vessel who stands in the way of Isabella and The Beast. As individuals, Isabella who is Lilith reincarnated
and prophetic Sam, both learn to fight against their own darkness. They are two chosen souls whose lips have kissed the bitter darkness and tasted the evil that lurks within it. Yet, light calls to them.
In Triumph's Wake Feb 12 2021 The powerful and moving story of three royal mothers whose quest for power led to the downfall of their daughters. Queen Isabella of Castile, Empress Maria Theresa of Austria, and Queen Victoria of England were
respected and admired rulers whose legacies continue to be felt today. Their daughters—Catherine of Aragon, Queen of England; Queen Marie Antoinette of France; and Vicky, the Empress Frederick of Germany—are equally legendary for the tragedies
that befell them, their roles in history surpassed by their triumphant mothers. In Triumph's Wake is the first book to bring together the poignant stories of these mothers and daughters in a single narrative. Isabella of Castile forged a united Spain and
presided over the discovery of the New World, Maria Theresa defeated her male rivals to claim the Imperial Crown, and Victoria presided over the British Empire. But, because of their ambition and political machinations, each mother pushed her
daughter toward a marital alliance that resulted in disaster. Catherine of Aragon was cruelly abandoned by Henry VIII who cast her aside in search of a male heir and tore England away from the Pope. Marie Antoinette lost her head on the guillotine
when France exploded into Revolution and the Reign of Terror. Vicky died grief-stricken, horrified at her inability to prevent her son, Kaiser Wilhelm, from setting Germany on a belligerent trajectory that eventually led to war. Exhaustively researched
and utterly compelling, In Triumph's Wake is the story of three unusually strong women and the devastating consequences their decisions had on the lives of their equally extraordinary daughters.
The Norse Directive Oct 11 2020 In 1801, a British officer discovered a clue to one of the most coveted relics in history. When Sean Wyatt rescuse a friend from being executed in the mountains of Tennessee, Sean Wyatt and his sidekick, Tommy
Shultz are thrown into a high octane game of cat and mouse with a wealthy Frenchman named Gerard Dufort who will stop at nothing to get his next prize. The two friends find themselves zipping across the globe to southern England, Copenhagen,
Scotland, and the American Southwest in a race against the clock and a man with sinister plans of his own. This action packed story is sure to keep you turning the pages until you reach the end and send an email to the author telling him to hurry up and
write the next installment.
The Killer Jul 28 2019 After a routine job turns into a fight for his life, professional killer Victor races across Europe to find out who bought his services and why they now want him dead, a trip that causes him to stumble into an international
conspiracy that spans four continents.
The Emperor's Assassin Nov 11 2020 History claims she is the first female serial killer. Locusta is the daughter of a winemaker in the Roman province of Gaul. She enjoys the indulged childhood of the elite, her concerns only about the day’s
amusements. She rides gentle ponies, attends parties, reads Ovid, and learns the herbal arts from her servant. But the day after meeting her betrothed, Locusta discovers the consequences of possessing such dangerous knowledge. Ordered to leave her
pastoral life, Locusta is thrust into a world of intrigue, scandal, and murder—where treason lurks behind every corner and defying an emperor means death. Locusta’s life changes forever when a young Emperor Nero requires her herbal expertise and
commands her to be his personal poisoner. Caught in an imperial web, Locusta must embrace her profession or die. Or is there another way out?
Assassin's Heart Sep 02 2022 Lillie is an assassin. It's not exactly the life she would have chosen, but she has made the best of it. Until now. Disguised as a servant at the palace, she waits for an opportunity to kill the heir to the throne. Her conscience
tells her that killing an innocent man is wrong, but failure to do so will mean her death. Nef, a handsome stable hand, is intrigued by the young red-haired maid that has charmed the animals in his care. He longs to know her better but harbors secrets of
his own - secrets that could rock the very foundations of the kingdom. With their lives forfeit, Lillie and Nef must work together to find a way to save themselves, their love, and two thrones from destruction at the hands of an evil overlord.
The Hand of the Gods: The Complete Series May 06 2020 The complete The Hand of the Gods series. Follow Isabel and Aaron fighting the gods in this four-book boxset. Isabel Carter is the best the Academy’s got. Aaron Forest isn’t. Where she
shines in every class, he’s tarnished down to the core. When an unlikely series of events thrusts them together, Isabel learns Aaron’s got a secret history up his sleeve. It’s nothing compared to hers. Isabel is about to find out that the surrogate father
she’s always trusted is a fraud, and the man she hates more than anything is the only one who can save her now. … The Hand of the Gods follows a ticking timebomb and the cadet trying to save her as they fight for the future. If you love your space
operas with action, heart, and a splash of romance, grab The Hand of the Gods: The Complete Series today and soar free with an Odette C. Bell boxset. The Hand of the Gods is the 11th Galactic Coalition Academy series. A sprawling, epic, and
exciting sci-fi world where cadets become heroes and hearts are always won, each series can be read separately, so plunge in today.
The Hand of the Gods Book Two Mar 04 2020 The attack for the Academy has begun. Aaron can’t think he’s a screwup anymore. He must fight. If he doesn’t, he’ll lose the one thing he doesn’t know he needs – Isabel. Isabel’s world crumbles one
memory at a time as Bridges wields her indiscriminately. He taught her to fight so he could use her as a devastating weapon to cut down his foes. But it’s time for this weapon to fight back. … The Hand of the Gods follows a ticking timebomb and the
cadet trying to save her as they fight for the future. If you love your space operas with action, heart, and a splash of romance, grab The Hand of the Gods Book Two today and soar free with an Odette C. Bell series. The Hand of the Gods is the 11th
Galactic Coalition Academy series. A sprawling, epic, and exciting sci-fi world where cadets become heroes and hearts are always won, each series can be read separately, so plunge in today.
The Housewife Assassin’s Husband Hunting Hints Jul 20 2021 IN THE 12TH NOVEL OF THE HOUSEWIFE ASSASSIN SERIES: There is only one way for housewife assassin Donna Stone to save her husband and mission leader, Jack Craig, from
torture and termination: become a traitor and act as a double agent for the terrorist organization known as the Quorum.
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